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Kitchen & Bath
Hand shower with magnetic dock
MOEN offers its Magnetix hand-held shower collection in chrome and Spot Resist
brushed nickel finishes. Featuring a powerful magnetic dock for easy release and snapping back into place, the hand shower can switch between six spray options, and
select models offer a push-button feature to change between the settings. A flexible, kink-free, 60-in. metal hose is included for use in accomplishing other tasks
— bathing children, washing pets or cleaning the shower — beyond showering.
Circle 25 on inquiry card

Contemporary
faucet created
for smaller
spaces
DANZE INC. adds the
Parma Café kitchen faucet to
its contemporary line of kitchen
products. The kitchen faucet is a compact
piece designed for smaller spaces, such
as urban kitchens, measuring 1 3/4 in.
in diameter. To add to its streamlined
design, the lever is placed higher on the
faucet’s base. The faucet operates at 1.75
gpm to meet water-savings and CalGreen
requirements, and is available in chrome
and stainless steel finishes.
Circle 28 on inquiry card

Decorative
lever options
KALLISTA’s Per Se collection now
includes decorative lever options with a
range of hand-selected stone and finish
combinations. Paying homage to the design
of the 1950s and 1960s, the lavatory faucets
feature a squared, geometric form, softened
by gentle rounding of corners and ultra-thin
shape. The decorative levers are offered in
six opulent inserts: black crystal, mother of
pearl, calcedonia azul, lapis lazuli, tiger eye
and malachite.

The Cattura Downdraft from BEST can be installed with
a cooktop, freestanding range, drop-in or slide-in range,
or built-in oven with a cooktop due to its FlexBlower system, which allows up to nine ducting options. Including a
10-minute, time-delay shut-off and Heat Sentry technology
that detects excessive heat and adjusts fan speed accordingly, the downdraft is a thin, retractable unit that raises
up to 18 in. and contains a front touch-control panel. The
product will be available in late fall 2015.

Circle 26 on inquiry card

Circle 27 on inquiry card

Thin, retractable downdraft

Workstation
available in six sizes

Mitered cabinet
door profile can
pair with 21 panel
profiles

THE GALLEY Ideal Workstation is
more than a sink; it is a super-functional
workstation where prepping, serving,
entertaining and cleanup can occur in one
place. Designed to fit standard American
and European cabinets, the workstation
features reversible sinks with side drains to
maximize storage space under the cabinet.
Six sizes are available, and the workstations
can be used for indoor or outdoor kitchens.

TAYLORCRAFT CABINET DOOR
CO. expands its collection with the
MW22, a mitered cabinet door profile with
a beaded look on the outside edge and a
transitional, flat detail on the inside edge.
This frame profile can be paired with 21
different panel profiles. Possible combinations include: modern edgebanded door in
walnut; mitered door with MW22 frame in
alder; combination frame door in cherry;
and combination frame door with horizontal grain panel in beech.

Circle 29 on inquiry card

Circle 30 on inquiry card
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